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Life Tree Learning Systems 
is about creating cultural curriculums 
that strive to strike the student’s 
imagination by using hands-on, 
experiential and scientifically based 
learning activates.  Yes, this means that 
we want the students to be so excited 
and engaged in their learning that this 
passion for learning becomes a life long 
habit; where students learn not just to earn some extrinsic reward, but 
because the learning is inherently rewarding and enjoyable.  Towards that 
end, LTLS has created physical, biological and social science curriculums.  
At this point the following subjects are included: Astronomy, Physical 
Geography, History, Political Geography and Zoology. 
The nexus of these curriculums are the Activity Cards.  This ingenious 
format allows for individual, small group or large group work.  This 
means you can set up an individual science center, have science teams 
that collaboratively work on an activity or even orchestrate an “Immersion 
Day” where the entire classroom is set up with various learning stations. 

The front of the Activity Card is designed with the student in mind with 
appropriately sized font, controlled vocabulary, clear directions, a list of 
materials, and a picture of the material or the initial layout. The back of 
the card is a handy teacher’s manual that contains the Objective/Aim, 
State Standard/Benchmark, Bloom’s Taxonomy, Scientific Processes, 
Teaching Tips, Background Information, Gardner’s 8 Intelligences, 
Control of Error, Mastery and Subject Integration.  Yes, these activities are 
extremely well thought out and can be shown to any inquiring 
administrator, board member or parent to substantiate the rational 
behind the activity. 

All of the Cultural Activity Cards are in a PDF (i.e. Adobe Portable 
Document Format).  If you do not have Adobe Reader, it is freely available 
on the Internet; just do a Google search for it. These PDFs can be edited 
to a limited extent, which is explained below.  In the near future, 'fillable 
forms' will be offered enabling the creation of your own activity cards, 
which can then be shared with the greater educational community.  When 
appropriate, either a materials source is given under the Background 
Information section of the card or the actual materials are attached at the 
end of the PDF.  Each cultural subject is organized by a graphic checklist 
(think restaurant menu) that is found at the beginning of each PDF strand 
(e.g. The Universe, The Solar System, Earth).  This checklist can be used 
by students to select work and by the teacher to record work by dating a 
completed activity. 



Green lined = possible works; Red lined = already mastered or not on shelf
Slashed ( / ) = completed and mastered activity; Line over (      ) = work needs to be repeated

History Checklist    Name

Development of the Notion of Time - 1 Gold
Concepts of Century:

Timelines:

Personal!      Parents!       Grandparents! !     !        Family Tree
 4.A (1+)!     4.B (2+)!    ! 4.C (2+)         ! !        ! 4.D (2+)

The Calendar:

    Year & Its Parts!              Months of Year !         Days of Week
 ! 6.A (2+)! !          6.B (2+)!      6.C (1+)   6.D (2+)

The Clock:

     Sundial ! !       Water Clock!               Hourglass                     !    Analog Clock ! !         
     8.A (3+)! !          8.B (2+)! !      8.C (1+)! ! !       8.D (1+)

Timeline of Life - 2 Brown

The Coming of Life
! Story
       10.A (K+)

Paleozoic
 12.B (1+)

Mesozoic
12.C (1+)

Cenozoic
12.D (1+)

Eras:

Clock of Eras
      12.A (2+)

 2.A  (1+)



Background Information
A family tree, or pedigree chart, is a chart representing family
relationships in a conventional tree structure.

History

4.D
Notion of Time: Timelines

2nd+ Your Family Tree

GRAD
E

© 1995-2015
All Rights
Reserved.

Author: Paul Bareis-Golumb Entry Date: Bench/Standard:1/6/2014
Obj/Aims: construct a family tree to gain a sense of time and create a historical record of his or

her family's life.
Bloom's
Tax: Remembering Understanding Applying Analyzing Evaluating Creating

8 Intell: Intrapersonal Interpersonal Logical Verbal Visual Musical Bodily Nature

Mastery: construct a family tree to the best of his or her ability

Control of Error: Family Tree Research Guide, relatives' memories
Strikes Imagination: Learning about a relatives' lives, constructing family tree

Integrating: Math LA Astro Geo/Hist Bot/Zoo Phy Science/Tech Music Art

Scientific Processes:

Teaching Tips
- Make a demonstration model of the family tree to show the
students.

- Completed family trees can be used as part of birthday celebration

Directions Materials Needed
1.  Complete the Family Tree Research Guide
by interviewing living relatives or asking them
about deceased relatives.  Also try to obtain
photos, or copies of photos, of each person.

2.  Have a parent or teacher edit your
sentences.  Either fix the mistakes or do a final
draft.

4.  Cut out the research, pair it with the right
photograph and then construct a family tree on
poster board.  Feel free to decorate the family
tree so that it is beautiful!

Family Tree Research Guide, pictures of family
and relatives, poster board

Gr.

The student will:

The student will:

Observing
Classifying
Inferring
Measuring
Researching
Experimenting
Collect & Organize Data
Predicting
Hypothesizing
Design an Investigation
Operational Definition
Formulating Models

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Family_treeFrom:



Maternal	  Grandmother	  	  
(Mother’s	  mother)	  

	  
Name:__________________________________________________	  	  
	  
Dates	  of	  
birth/death:___________________________________________	  
	  
Interesting	  fact	  about	  this	  person	  or	  their	  life:	  	  
	  
_________________________________________________________	  
	  
_________________________________________________________	  

	  
_________________________________________________________	  

	  

Paternal	  Grandmother	  	  
(Father’s	  mother)	  

	  
Name:__________________________________________________	  	  
	  
Dates	  of	  
birth/death:___________________________________________	  
	  
Interesting	  fact	  about	  this	  person	  or	  their	  life:	  	  
	  
_________________________________________________________	  
	  
_________________________________________________________	  

	  
_________________________________________________________	  

	  

Maternal	  Grandfather	  	  
(Mother’s	  father)	  

	  
Name:__________________________________________________	  	  
	  
Dates	  of	  
birth/death:___________________________________________	  
	  
Interesting	  fact	  about	  this	  person	  or	  their	  life:	  	  
	  
_________________________________________________________	  
	  
_________________________________________________________	  

	  
_________________________________________________________	  

Paternal	  Grandfather	  	  
(Father’s	  father)	  

	  
Name:__________________________________________________	  
	  
Dates	  of	  
birth/death:___________________________________________	  
	  
Interesting	  fact	  about	  this	  person	  or	  their	  life:	  	  
	  
_________________________________________________________	  
	  
_________________________________________________________	  

	  
_________________________________________________________	  

	  



Background Information
Analog clocks usually indicate time using angles. The most common
clock face uses a fixed numbered dial or dials and moving hand or
hands. It usually has a circular scale of 12 hours, which can also serve
as a scale of 60 minutes, and 60 seconds if the clock has a second
hand. Many other styles and designs have been used throughout the
years, including dials divided into 6, 8, 10, and 24 hours. The only other
widely used clock face today is the 24 hour analog dial, because of the
use of 24 hour time in military organizations and timetables. The 10-hour
clock was briefly popular during the French Revolution, when the metric
system was applied to time measurement, and an Italian 6 hour clock
was developed in the 18th century, presumably to save power (a clock
or watch striking 24 times uses more power).

History

8.D
Notion of Time: The Clock

2nd+ Analog Clock

GRAD
E

© 1995-2015
All Rights
Reserved.

Author: Paul Bareis-Golumb Entry Date: Bench/Standard:2/6/2014
Obj/Aims: relate information about the history of mechanical analog clocks and analyze how

they work; construct and operate such a clock; use the clock in a practical manner
Bloom's
Tax: Remembering Understanding Applying Analyzing Evaluating Creating

8 Intell: Intrapersonal Interpersonal Logical Verbal Visual Musical Bodily Nature

Mastery: know about the history of mechanical analog clocks; successfully construct the
clock; answer the questions correctly in complete sentences; accurately measure time using the
clock

Control of Error: Picture, directions
Strikes Imagination: Conducting research and building an actual working analog clock

Integrating: Math LA Astro Geo/Hist Bot/Zoo Phy Science/Tech Music Art

Scientific Processes:

Teaching Tips
-  Stress the fact that plastic will break if it is forced together!  If
something doesn't fit together easily, then something is wrong!
Stress the idea that if something is lost or broken, that the entire work
will be ruined!

-  The questions for #3 can be divided up among the science team.

-  A large photograph of the dissembled clock can help students
return it to its prior state.

- The DIY Children's First Puzzle Clock is available at amazon.com.

Directions Materials Needed
1.  How do you think mechanical analog clocks work?
Using a complete sentence, record your hypothesis in
your Science Journal.

2.  Using the Do It Yourself Clock and Poster, make
the clock. Don't force the pieces!

3.  Research and record in your Science Journal the
answers to these questions in complete sentences:

A.  Tell one interesting historical fact about analog
clocks.
B.  What is the purpose of the spring?
C.  What is the purpose of the pendulum?
D.  What is the purpose of the gears?

5. Use the clock to time your snack or lunch period,
etc.

6.  Record your observations of what happened in your
Science Journal.  Was your answer to #1. correct?

7.  Carefully deconstruct the clock to its unassembled
state.  Count to make sure there are 31 pieces.

Do It Yourself Clock, Introduction Sheet, Do It
Yourself Clock Poster, Science Journal, plastic
bins for sorting pieces, soft towel to lay the clock
on

Gr.

The student will:

The student will:

Observing
Classifying
Inferring
Measuring
Researching
Experimenting
Collect & Organize Data
Predicting
Hypothesizing
Design an Investigation
Operational Definition
Formulating Models

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Analogue_clock#Analog_clocksFrom:



(continued)
The era began 65 million years ago. The Cenozoic is also known as the
Age of Mammals, because the extinction of many groups allowed
mammals to greatly diversify.

Early in the Cenozoic, following the K-Pg event, the planet was
dominated by relatively small fauna, including small mammals, birds,
reptiles, and amphibians. From a geological perspective, it did not take
long for mammals and birds to greatly diversify in the absence of the
large reptiles that had dominated during the Mesozoic. Some birds grew
larger than the average human. This group became known as the "terror
birds," and were formidable predators. Mammals came to occupy almost
every available niche (both marine and terrestrial), and some also grew
very large, attaining sizes not seen in most of today's mammals.

Climate-wise, the Earth had begun a drying and cooling trend,
culminating in the glaciations of the Pleistocene Epoch, and partially
offset by the Paleocene-Eocene Thermal Maximum. The continents also
began looking roughly familiar at this time and moved into their current
positions.

History

12.D
Timeline of Life: Eras

1st+ The Cenozoic Era

GRAD
E

© 1995-2015
All Rights
Reserved.

Author: Paul Bareis-Golumb Entry Date: Bench/Standard:3/3/2014
Obj/Aims: recall some facts about the Cenozoic Era; create a poster of the time period

Bloom's
Tax: Remembering Understanding Applying Analyzing Evaluating Creating

8 Intell: Intrapersonal Interpersonal Logical Verbal Visual Musical Bodily Nature

Mastery: tell what was learned through research; construct a beautiful poster

Control of Error: website, poster
Strikes Imagination: coloring page

Integrating: Math LA Astro Geo/Hist Bot/Zoo Phy Science/Tech Music Art

Scientific Processes:

Teaching Tips
-  Create a link to the website on the student's computers to the
website listed under the Background Information (utilize the 'Simple
English' for 1st - 3rd graders).

-  A booklet or a timeline can be created if the student saves all of the
era's posters and research and then combines them together.

- Web link for poster: https://awakeningwonder.wordpress.
com/2011/12/01/prehistory-coloring-pages-junior/

Background Information
The Cenozoic Era (/sɛnɵˈzoʊɪk/ or /ˌsiːnɵˈzoʊɪk/; also Cænozoic,
Caenozoic or Cainozoic; meaning "new life", from Greek καινός
kainos "new", and ζωή zoe "life" is the current and most recent of the
three Phanerozoic geological eras, following the Mesozoic Era and
covering the period from 66 million years ago to the present.

Directions Materials Needed
1.  Research these questions and answer
them in your Science Journal:

A.  What does the word 'Cenozoic' mean?
B.  When did this era begin and end (mya)?
C.  What major event did this era begin
with?
D.  What kinds of animals evolved during
this era?
D.  What major event did it end with?

2.  Beautifully color the Cenozoic Era Blank
Poster.  Use colors that you'd see on animals
today as many of the extinct animals of this
time have relatives that still exist.

Cenozoic Era Blank Poster, colored pencils

Gr.

The student will:

The student will:

Observing
Classifying
Inferring
Measuring
Researching
Experimenting
Collect & Organize Data
Predicting
Hypothesizing
Design an Investigation
Operational Definition
Formulating Models

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CenozoicFrom:
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